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From: General Bobby Farrell
Date: 7/18/2012 9:37:34 PM
To: Ernie Martin
Subject: [akurianinfo] 0154 - HAARP Strike 18 JUL 2012
 

HAARP STRIKE  HAARP INSTALLATIONS
18 July 2012  28 Tamuz 5772

        Akurians, pay attention!
        I don't want anybody jumping ahead or falling behind.  First, you have to KNOW 
what we are going to do and why.
         Two points that are iron clad and may NOT be violated:  which requires each and 
every Akurian to KNOW THE BATTLE PLAN AND OBEY IT!
        (1)  Common household LYE used in opening drains, and once as a sure and 
certain disinfectant in laundry, is made by simply filtering water through WOOD 
ASHES!  Evaporate the water and you get crystals, but the LYE-WATER will still burn 
the hell out of you.  We can deliver all the HAIL we can muster on the WILDFIRES as 
the HAIL will put out the fires just as effectively as RAIN  but WITHOUT the flood runoff 
that will put that freshly made LYE-WATER into the lakes, rivers and ground water 
sources.
        And:
         (2)  Making rain in a jackass manner will produce HAIL  sufficient to destroy any 
planted crop!  
We cannot blast off incoherently unless we are hell bent on doing the OWG's job for 
them with our stupidity intact!  Our process must be:  HAIL on the forest fires, RAIN 
on the fields.  PERIOD!   That is the ideal.  We need to make RAIN where we need it, 
from the Canadian Border to the Mexican Border, to save the crops!  That is Priority 
One.  If necessary, we'll let as much RAIN fall on those forest fires as will happen; and 
THEN rain it enough to dilute and wash the ash into a desirable level rather than a total 
destructive.

        To re-hash:
        The OWG Bastards are using HAARP to weather-control the devastation of 
virtually all farm produce!  HAARP has created exceptional DROUGHT weather 
patterns and IGNITED fires all over the place.  All part of the scam.  The general 
scenario is (1) Forced planting of Monsanto genetically-modified seed (a) that prevents 
keeping seed because they will NOT grow; and (b) the harvest contains little more than 
bulk and is devoid of much life-sustaining nutrition.  (2) Creating a weather situation that
would prevent ANY crop from being worth harvesting.  (3) And here's where it gets 
complicated  OWG controlled HAARP generates forest and grass fires to do two things: 
(a) destroy as much woodlands, timber and wildlife as possible; and (b) ensure that any 
storm containing HAIL to put out the forest fires and prevent massive run-off of ash, 
would also destroy the farm crops.

        Now that you know some what and why:  Prepare to make War on OWG 
Bastards, starting with HAARP!
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         Akurians:  HERE IS THE BATTLE PLAN!  Do not act until ordered to do so!
        Akurians, you will establish an anchor between your Living Body of Fire and the 
Sun to become an Eternal Link of Infinite Power.  Then, with your Living Body of Fire 
attached to the Sun, you will pull that attached link and fly to your assigned HAARP 
Installation, attach and bind it to remain until you, alone remove it.  You will DISCERN 
the entire installation.  You will BURN that HAARP Installation just like we have 
Moon Base Anu; the exact same procedure but with as much fury as you can possibly 
manage.  In spite of the fact we are expected, and the systems have been shut down 
temporarily, they cannot be shut down entirely  like having a pilot light on a stove or 
leaving your computer on although it's off line.
        DISCERN and encapsulate the entire HAARP Installation.  You need not exceed 
beyond the perimeter fencing, but be sure to include it and everything inside it:  all 
Guard Points and Warning Systems, cameras, motion detectors, capacitance ground 
planes  which is nothing more than insulated wire, like ordinary fencing, buried in strips 
attached to electrical detectors  everything.
        You will FLAME anything and everything that is still working  whether ON or OFF ,
any and all equipment regardless of nature, transmitters, receivers, analyzers, control 
systems; power systems, battery backup, heating, air conditioning, water, whatever you 
find:  YOU WILL FLAME IT!  You will overload it with Energies and Neutrinos to its 
complete meltdown.  You will FLAME all those destructive energies and forces of the 
Sun and Black Fire to burn every system, destroy everything, just don't waste anything 
on the physical structures, if they burn, fine.  No exceptions.  Should you discern any 
entity whatsoever, FLAME them with Black Fire to Die the Death  IMMEDIATELY  and 
send them into Eternal Perdition.  No exceptions there either.  You can take a few 
minutes to NOT SPARE anything.  You will destroy everything attached to, standing on, 
or alive anywhere in the place.  Connect your Destructions to expand and include 
everybody involved.  That TOTAL Destruction is to include any and all personnel, 
present or not, Manipulators, Politicians, Management, Staff, Personnel, Wives, 
Whores, Husbands, Studs, Partners and all Children.
        This is a TOTAL Akurian house-cleaning.  Wherever they are on the Planet they 
are to be destroyed from top to bottom, including friends and associates in support or 
sympathy and all their respective families and generations after them.  No exceptions 
and no escape!

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?
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If the photo fails, it's posted at the Akurians.com.
http://www.theakurians.com/HAARP.jpg

        HAARP Assignments:
        Command Marshal Budagher = HAARP China
        Command Marshal Shams-Avari = HAARP United Kingdom
        Supreme General Schipul = HAARP Area 51
        Staff General Clark = HAARP Long Island
        Brigadier Meinke = HAARP India
        Brigadier Malone = Gakona, Alaska
        Brigadier Siler = HAARP Peru
        Colonel Davis = HAARP Brazil
        Major Martin = Eiscat HAARP Norway
        Major Kilpatrick = HAARP Japan
        Doreen McCaul = HAARP Russia
         = Australia HAARP
         = Australia Defense Radar
         = HAARP Puerto Rico

         Akurians, using only your Super Sense, locate and discern the HAARP 
Installation of your assignment.  They will have as much facilities and as many systems 
underground as will appear on the surface.  Do not be deceived … DISCERN your 
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assigned facility and prepare to destroy it and all its personnel.
        Akurians, return to yourself if you have projected even in the slightest.

        Akurians, on my command:
        Read the Sun with your Super Sense.  Just read it.  It's extremely violent, 
dangerous, hot and deadly.  It's in a constant state of explosion for want of a 
better term, actually doing both fission and fusion at the same time.  Note it so it 
will be familiar when we get around to using it.

         Now make a separate Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Expand your
Body of Light to 800,000 miles in diameter in all directions.  Attach all Powers, 
Energies and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Living 
Body of Fire.  Fill that Living Body of Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, 
giving yourself all its infinite power to Create and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to 
create multi-generational horror and to destroy HAARP and all its Management, 
Staff, Personnel and support from now until Shiloh!

        Akurians, establish an anchor between your Living Body of Fire and the Sun 
to become an Eternal Link of Infinite Power.
        Now, with your Living Body of Fire attached to the Sun, pull that attached 
link and fly to your assigned HAARP Installation.
        DISCERN and encapsulate the entire HAARP Installation.  You need not 
exceed beyond the perimeter fencing, but be sure to include it and all Guard 
Points and Warning Systems, cameras, motion detectors, capacitance ground 
planes, everything.
        In spite of the fact we are expected, and some systems have been shut down
temporarily, they cannot be shut down entirely  like having a pilot light on a stove
or leaving your computer on although it's off line.  FLAME anything and 
everything that is still working whether it is shut-down or not, control systems; 
power systems, air conditioning, water, battery backup, whatever you find:  
FLAME IT!  Overload it with Energies and Neutrinos to its complete meltdown.  
FLAME all those destructive energies and forces of the Sun and Black Fire to 
burn every system, destroy everything, just don't waste anything on the physical 
structures, if they burn, fine.  No exceptions.
        Should you discern any entity whatsoever, FLAME them with Black Fire to 
Die the Death  IMMEDIATELY  and send them into Eternal Perdition.  No 
exceptions there either.  You can take a few minutes to NOT SPARE anything.  
You will destroy everything attached to, standing on, or alive anywhere in the 
place.  Connect your Destructions to expand and include everybody involved.  
That TOTAL Destruction is to include any and all personnel, present or not, 
Manipulators, Politicians, Management, Staff, Personnel, Wives, Whores, 
Husbands, Studs, Partners and all Children.
        Attach and Bind the Sun Link to your respective HAARP Installation to keep 
feeding radioactive fire, death and destruction until you, alone, remove it; and 
THAT will be well after the documented and lived-up-to surrender of the Nefilim.  
You'll be able to read it with your Super Sense.  Read it often and up the heat on 
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anything you discern that isn't destroyed enough or might still be operating even 
a little.

        When you have finished, discerning the destructives having jelled, return to your 
physical body and let me know.

        Colonel Davis found us this HAARP monitoring link:
http://www.haarpstatus.com/haarpstatus/haarpmap.html

and though it's only southern Canada, US, and northern Mexico, that's the area WE are 
most interested in; so bookmark it and check it every day.  And there's another site 
you'll need to monitor:

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/quakes_all.html

to keep abreast of all the hell we're delivering to those far-away-places …. Anything in 
the 4.0 range is a real room shaker, and in close proximity can be dangerous to all 
concerned.

        Get prepared for hell to pay on the earthquake and HAARP weather control fronts. 
Watch the news and check your own sources.  Look for earthquakes, the sudden 
disappearance of water sources, lakes, et cetera, wilderness fires and strange 
'accidents' and WHERE those disasters happen and upon WHAT and WHOM!  Learn to
connect the dots … DISCERN everything, all the time.  It's the best of all Spiritual Habits
when it comes to KNOWING what to do, when to do it and where.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

HAARP Strike ONE  18 July 2012

RINOs, DINOs, IINOs ...
THROW ALL THE BASTARDS OUT!
Where's the Birth Certificate?
Where's the Constitution?
Where are our Elected Officials?
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